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Abstract— 3-D integration of conventional massively parallel processors is challenging due to high temperatures and hotspots. 

An Associative Processor (AP) is a viable candidate for such applications as it exhibits close to uniform thermal distribution with 

lower temperatures and fewer hot spots. Performance and thermal analysis supported by simulation confirm that associative 

processing enables 3-D integration of multilayer processing and memory cubes.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

achine learning, data mining, network routing, 
search engines, and other big data applications can 
be significantly sped up by massively parallel ma-

chines, such as GPUs [7]. However, data transfer between 
the processing units (PUs) and on-chip memory hierar-
chies, as well as the off-chip memory bandwidth require-
ments limit the performance of massively parallel architec-
tures [3] [27] [32], as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).  

Three-dimensional (3-D) integration might be a natural 
step in high performance parallel processor evolution [32]. 
3-D integrated circuits overcome both the on-chip and off-
chip bandwidth limitations by bringing the memory much 
closer to the PUs, by stacking DRAM above the proces-
sors [11], as shown in Fig. 1(b). Additionally, multiple lay-
ers of massively parallel processors may be stacked, reduc-
ing the inter-PU communication latency and power, and 
facilitating closely-coupled parallelism. Such multilayer 
processing structures may be further enhanced by stacking 
multilayer DRAM memories within the same 3-D cube (see 
Fig. 1(c)). 

When operating at high data rates, arrays of PUs are 
highly active, resulting in extreme power densities and 
hotspots [19], creating additional design constraints such 
as heat dissipation, power delivery, and excessive leakage 
current [20]. Unfortunately, 3-D integration cannot accom-
modate these constraints. High power densities and high 
temperatures adversely affect the performance of 3-D cir-
cuits [12] [22]. Although a variety of temperature-aware 
floorplan optimization techniques have been pro-
posed [1] [9] [19] [30], thermal considerations remain a ma-
jor concern in 3-D circuits. For example, placing DRAM 
above the PUs may be problematic if the temperature rises 
above the DRAM operational range (85℃-
95℃ [15] [16] [17]). Such a scenario is described in [19]. 
Thus, a conventional high performance massively parallel 
computing architecture is not well suited for 3-D integra-
tion. 

Associative Processors (AP) [18] [26] [35] may offer a vi-

able alternative to conventional massively parallel PU ar-
rays, such as GPUs. The AP, comprising a modified Con-
tent Addressable Memory (CAM), facilitates data pro-
cessing in addition to content addressable and randomly 
accessible data storage. In essence, the computations are 
spread over the entire physical area, reducing thermal gra-
dients and the overall temperature, and eliminating 
hotspots. 

In this work, we study the thermal behavior of a 3-D in-
tegrated system of multiple AP dies (Fig. 1(c)). We show 
that an AP stack delivers close to uniform thermal density 
and low peak temperature, which enable stacking DRAM 
within and above the processing layers.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture evolution: (a) 2D PU array with on-chip and off-chip 

memory, (b) stacked PU array and DRAM dies, (c) 3-D multilayer PU/AP 

with multilayer DRAM 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the experimental setup is described. The results of 
the thermal analysis of AP are presented in Section 3, while 
some conclusions are offered in Section 4. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The objective of the thermal analysis is to estimate the 
thermal distribution and peak temperatures (hot spots) 
within a 3-D AP. We perform the thermal analysis using 
the HotSpot simulator, a tool for architectural level thermal 
modeling [19] [24] [34].  

Power trace and execution times required for HotSpot 
simulation are supplied by a cycle-accurate AP simula-
tor [26]. In this section we discuss the workloads, describe 
the simulation methodology, and present the results.  

2.1 Workloads 

The following workloads have been selected for perfor-
mance and power consumption simulation: 

 𝑁-option pairs Black-Scholes option pricing (BSC) 
 𝑁-point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
 Dense Matrix Multiplication  of two √𝑁×√𝑁 matri-

ces (DMM) 
where 𝑁 is the data set size, for simplicity scaled to the AP 
size. The workload selection is based on the study by G. 
Almási et al. [2] who showed that scientific kernels should 
be used in evaluating the performance of massively paral-
lel in-memory processors.   

2.2 Simulator 

We simulate the AP using a cycle-accurate simula-
tor [26]. For FFT, we use an optimized parallel implemen-
tation, as outlined in [29]. For BSC, we used a direct imple-
mentation optimized for associative processing, based on 
the formulation described in [8]. Matrix multiplication 
uses the AP compare and arithmetic capabilities to match 
the input matrix element pairs and perform the multiplica-
tion. The singleton products are summed by the reduction 
tree [26].  

The first step of AP programing is mapping the work-
loads on the associative processing array. For DMM, each 
pair of input matrix elements is processed by a single PU. 
For FFT, each butterfly is implemented by a single PU. For 
BSC, a single PU handles a single call option of a single se-
curity at a single strike price and single expiration time. At 
the next step, we break each fine-grain data thread into a 
series of arithmetic and data communication operations, 
and manually allocate temporary storage. At the last step, 
each arithmetic and communication operation is converted 
into a series of compares, writes and data moves. A de-
scription of these computations on AP is provided in [26]. 
Simulation times are listed in TABLE 1.  

For the power simulation, our simulator [26] follows the 
methodology of SimpleScalar [4], maintains track of which 
PUs are active during execution, and records the total en-
ergy consumed by each PU for a workload. The simulator 
employs parameterized power models to estimate the en-
ergy consumed by each operation of each PU.  

2.3 Results 

We simulate the speedup and power per workload for 
12 different values of 𝑁, ranging from 212 to 222. In all cases, 
the PU size is 256 bits. The simulated speedup as a function 
of AP chip area is presented in Fig. 2(a). The DMM uses the 
reduction tree as an accelerator. BSC is a highly parallel 

workload. Hence DMM and BSC achieve higher speedup 
than FFT.    

 
TABLE 1 

DATA SET SIZES AND SIMULATION TIMES 

Workload Date Set Size Simulation Time 

BSC 212 ÷ 222 11 sec ÷  4 hours  

FFT 212 ÷ 222 10 sec ÷  8 hours 

DMM 212 ÷ 222 7 sec ÷ 38 hours 

Simulations performed on Intel® Core™2 Quad CPU Q8400 with 8GB 

RAM 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Simulation results: (a) speedup, (b) power, (c) performance / power 

ratio, (d) energy × delay. 

 
The power consumption results are presented in Fig. 

2(b). All workloads consume approximately the same or-
der of magnitude of power (hence we use a linear rather 
than log-log scale).  This behavior occurs since all work-
loads use mostly identical associative primitives (compare 
and write). Although DMM uses a relatively power-hun-
gry reduction tree, the reduction time is negligible as com-
pared to the total runtime of the associative operations. 
The performance/power ratio and Energy × Delay (ED) 
product are shown, respectively, in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d). 
Among the workloads, DMM exhibits the best perfor-
mance/power and ED, due to the accelerated reduction 
operation.  

3 RESULTS OF 3-D THERMAL ANALYSIS  

The floorplan of the AP used for HotSpot simulation is 
shown in Fig. 3. Due to the complexity restrictions of 
HotSpot, we simulate only a 4×4 mm AP die, which is di-
vided into 1024 identical blocks (Fig. 3(a)). Each AP block 
features an associative processing array comprising 256 
PUs of 256 bits each, a 256-bit TAG register, and 256-bit 
KEY and MASK registers (Fig. 3 (b)). The total number of 
PUs in the AP is 218. The thermal model of the 3-D AP is 
presented in Fig. 4. Four silicon layers (each containing the 
AP of Fig. 3(a)) are stacked over a Thermal Interface Mate-
rial (TIM) layer, a Heat Spreader (HSP) layer, and a heat 
sink [11]. Following [19], ambient temperature of 46℃ is 



 

 

used, being typical for high performance servers. 
The results of HotSpot simulation are presented in Fig. 

5, which shows the thermal map of the AP at the top silicon 
layer of the 3-D stack. The peak temperature of this layer is 
56℃. Note the contrast with the temperatures in a conven-
tional GPU which may reach 105℃ [19]. The hottest region 
of the AP is located at the center, as expected, since during 
arithmetic operations, the active (switching) elements are 
uniformly distributed across the AP. The difference be-
tween the highest and lowest temperature in the AP is 
around 1.2℃. Clearly, the thermal distribution is close to 
uniform.  

The thermal gradients of the four silicon layers of the 
AP along the T-Cut section (cf. Fig. 3(a)) are presented in 
Fig. 6. The peak temperature of the AP located in the upper 
silicon layer is below the maximum operating temperature 
of DRAM (85℃-95℃) [15] [16] [17], which enables 3-D 
DRAM integration above the AP layers. For comparison, a 
peak temperature of a GPU processor [19] is shown in Fig. 
6. 

Increasing the AP size to 4M PUs and 250 𝑚𝑚2 pro-
duces a peak temperature of 85℃ and temperature gradi-
ent of 5.3℃ accros the die. Hence, a multilayer processor 
and memory cube is possible even for large die sizes. The 
thermal simulation results are summarized in TABLE 2. 

 
TABLE 2 

THERMAL SIMULATION OF A FOUR-DIE 3-D ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSOR 

AP die size AP die area 
AP die  
power 

Peak Temp Temp Span 

256K PU 16 𝑚𝑚2 3 Watt 56℃ 1.2℃ 

4M PU 250 𝑚𝑚2 55 Watt 85℃ 5.3℃ 

Temperatures in the upper silicon layer (layer 1) 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The associative processor (AP) is essentially a large as-
sociative memory with massively parallel processing capa-
bilities. The PUs are uniformly spread over the area of the 
AP. The merit of 3-D APs is investigated in this paper, and 
in addition to eliminating hot spots, the AP temperature is 
shown to be quite low and close to uniformly distributed. 
A 3-D AP thus allows stacking a DRAM cube above multi-
ple processor layers.  

Associative processing architectures can potentially en-
able high performance 3-D stacking due to the inherent 
thermal advantages as compared to other massively paral-
lel architectures such as high end GPUs.  
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Fig. 3. AP floorplan for HotSpot thermal modeling 
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Fig. 4. 3-D thermal model (based on [11]) 
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Fig. 5. A thermal map of the layer 1, 16mm2 AP  

 

 
Fig. 6. Temperatures in four silicon layers along the T-Cut (cf. Fig. 3(a)) for 

16 𝑚𝑚2and 250 𝑚𝑚2 APs 
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